
 New England Braid Classes 2018New England Braid Classes 2018

     Friday Morning   9:00 AMFriday Morning   9:00 AM

   Beginning and Refresher Braiding - 3 days of class  -Instructor: Alice Zanga
alicezanga@Zanga.com

Blooming Braiders and Refreshers- Learn the fundamentals of braiding and lacing of a round mat, using a continuous 
3-strand braid, with a “T” start and finished by “tapering”. Students will learn: Wool preparation, calculating amounts
needed, stripping the wool, sizing the braids, how to braid and lace to form a round, add more material, new colors, 
splicing thread and sewing techniques needed for braiding. No prerequisites needed. This class 

is also for those that need to brush up on their skills if they haven’t braided for a long period of time

Dog Bone Rug –1 day class- Instructor: Debra Weinhold – Confident Beginner thru Advanced skill level
weinholds@dejazzd.com

Dog Bone Rug Class: This Dog Bone shaped rug makes a great mat for dog dishes or a table topper for any dog lover 

Granny Squares  Rug –3 days of class- Instructor: Bobbi Mahler
bobbimahler@icloud.com

The completed “Granny Square” is a series of six butted squares (we will be using the “Triangle Butt”) of graduated 
size that are laced together neatly inside each other.  They make great trivets or can be joined together to make a rug.

If you don’t know the Triangle Butt, no worries, it is not hard and I can teach you that as well.
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Friday Afternoon 1:00 PMFriday Afternoon 1:00 PM

Beyond Wool – Hooked Mat -1 day class -Instructor: Dianne Tobias ,

detobias@aol.com 

Advanced Beginners to Experienced Braiders
Expand your hooking horizons by trying other fabrics such as velvet, taffeta and yarn
 

Project: Small design on panel cloth or linen. Can finish as a mat and add braid around or braid up the sides for a 
braided bowl w/hooked base. Fee: $20 for fabric and pattern. Instructor will provide 

hand dyed velvet or taffeta and yarn .

Small 4-Row Flower — 3 Days of Class — Instructor:  Christine Manges — Intermediate Level
ccmanges@gmail.com 

This class consists of three classes to make a small flower.  The first day will focus on making a 9-loop center and an 
18-loop center.  The butting method used will be the Triangle Butt with Annie’s Fanny modification for pin 
placement.  If you already know how to butt, you can make these two rounds at home and join us for Day 2 & 3, if 
you would like.  Days 2 & 3 will focus on braiding and lacing Rows 3 and 4.  Given time, we will explore other 
flower shapes, leaves, and additional rows.
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Butting –2 day class-Instructor : Marjorie Kauffman
braiderartist@gmail.com   
 
Braiders using Left openings  
Learn to butt using a versatile technique that begins with only a four-loop overlap. We will also cover how it can be 
reduced for small spaces to a two-loop overlap.

  

Friday Evening Demo 6:00 PMFriday Evening Demo 6:00 PM

Round Pretzel Trivet — Demo & Work-Along — Instructor:  Christine Manges  
ccmanges@gmail.com 

Open to Right Opening and Left Opening Braiders
Prerequisite:  None
(You will need to do one butt, but that can be learned after class)
Description:  Make a round “pretzel” trivet along with the demonstration.  This Celtic-type trivet is made with 5 
interlocking pretzel loops.  Come to the demo with a 63-set or 189-loop braid, plus a few more loops to overlap the 
braid for your butt method.  We’ll work on weaving the braid into the trivet.  Complete the butt on your own after the 
demo.
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Saturday Morning 9:00 AMSaturday Morning 9:00 AM

Beginner's Class-2nd Day of Class -Instructor: Alice Zanga
alicezanga@Zanga.com

Blooming Braiders and Refreshers- Learn the fundamentals of braiding and lacing of a round mat, using a continuous 
3-strand braid, with a “T” start and finished by “tapering”. Students will learn: Wool preparation, calculating amounts
needed, stripping the wool, sizing the braids, how to braid and lace to form a round, add more material, new colors, 
splicing thread and sewing techniques needed for braiding. No prerequisites needed. This class 

is also for those that need to brush up on their skills if they haven’t braided for a long period of time

Kitty Cat Rug-2 Day Class-Instructor :Debra Weinhold – Intermediate
weinholds@dejazzd.com

In this two part Kitty rug class, we will create a charming, non-traditional cat rug. There is one butt that will be done 

in this project. Don't let that scare you, we will work it out together .

Granny Squares  Rug –2  nd   day of class- Instructor: Bobbi Mahler
bobbimahler@icloud.com

The completed “Granny Square” is a series of six butted squares (we will be using the “Triangle Butt”) of graduated 
size that are laced together neatly inside each other.  They make great trivets or can be joined together to make a rug.

.If you don’t know the Triangle Butt, no worries, it is not hard and I can teach you that as well.
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Saturday Afternoon 1:00 PMSaturday Afternoon 1:00 PM

Beyond Wool –Braiding -2 Day Class-Instructor:Dianne Tobias ,

detobias@aol.com 

Advanced Beginner's to Experienced Braiders
Adapt your braiding techniques to velvet, taffeta, cotton and denim. Students are

 encouraged to experiment with 1 or more fabrics to make a basket or mat. Instructor will provide hand-dyed velvet 
and taffeta: cotton and denim. Use one or mix and match. Fabric fee: $15 is enough to make a small basket or mat.  
Extra fabric avail.

Small 4-Row Flower — 3 Days of Class — Instructor:  Christine Manges — Intermediate Level
ccmanges@gmail.com 

This class consists of three classes to make a small flower.  The first day will focus on making a 9-loop center and an 
18-loop center.  The butting method used will be the Triangle Butt with Annie’s Fanny modification for pin 
placement.  If you already know how to butt, you can make these two rounds at home and join us for Day 2 & 3, if 
you would like.  Days 2 & 3 will focus on braiding and lacing Rows 3 and 4.  Given time, we will explore other 
flower shapes, leaves, and additional rows.
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Butting –2 day class-Instructor : Marjorie Kauffman
braiderartist@gmail.com   
 
Braiders using Right openings  
Learn to butt using a versatile technique that begins with only a four-loop overlap. We will also cover how it can be 
reduced for small spaces to a two-loop overlap.
 
 .

Sunday Morning 9:00 AMSunday Morning 9:00 AM

Beginner's Class -3  rd   Day of Class -Instructor: Alice Zanga
alicezanga@Zanga.com

Blooming Braiders and Refreshers- Learn the fundamentals of braiding and lacing of a round mat, using a continuous 
3-strand braid, with a “T” start and finished by “tapering”. Students will learn: Wool preparation, calculating amounts
needed, stripping the wool, sizing the braids, how to braid and lace to form a round, add more material, new colors, 
splicing thread and sewing techniques needed for braiding. No prerequisites needed. This class 

is also for those that need to brush up on their skills if they haven’t braided for a long period of time

Kitty Cat Rug  -  2  nd   Day of Class  – Instructor: Debra Weinhold- Intermediate
weinholds@dejazzd.com

In this two part Kitty rug class, we will create a charming, non-traditional cat rug. There is one butt that will be done 

.in this project. Don't let that scare you, we will work it out together 
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Granny Squares  Rug -  3  rd   Day of Class– Instructor: Bobbi Mahler
bobbimahler@icloud.com

The completed “Granny Square” is a series of six butted squares (we will be using the “Triangle Butt”) of graduated 
size that are laced together neatly inside each other.They make great trivets or can be joined together to make a rug.

.If you don’t know the Triangle Butt, no worries, it is not hard and I can teach you that  

Butting –Day 2 Class - Instructor: Marjorie Kauffman
  braiderartist@gmail.com 

Variations in Butting  This class will build on the technique learned on Day 1. We will learn how to butt around 
double corners, on fancy borders, and also extend the butt for joining multi-strand braids, for both right- and left-
opening braiders.
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Sunday Afternoon 1:00 PMSunday Afternoon 1:00 PM

Beyond Wool – Braiding--2  nd    Day of Class – (is an extension of Saturday's class) Instructor: Dianne Tobias
detobias@aol.com  

Advanced Beginner's to Experienced Braiders
Adapt your braiding techniques to velvet, taffeta, cotton and denim. Students are encouraged to experiment with 1 or 
more fabrics to make a basket or mat. Instructor will provide hand-dyed velvet and taffeta: cotton and denim. Use one
or mix and match. Fabric fee: $15 is enough to make a small basket or mat. extra fabric available.

Small 4-Row Flower — 3 Days of Class — Instructor:  Christine Manges — Intermediate Level
ccmanges@gmail.com 

This class consists of three classes to make a small flower.  The first day will focus on making a 9-loop center and an 
18-loop center.  The butting method used will be the Triangle Butt with Annie’s Fanny modification for pin 
placement.  If you already know how to butt, you can make these two rounds at home and join us for Day 2 & 3, if 
you would like.  Days 2 & 3 will focus on braiding and lacing Rows 3 and 4.  Given time, we will explore other 
flower shapes, leaves, and additional rows.
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